Bio inspired energy:
Biomimicry innovations for energy sustainability
Nature’s designs inspire technological innovations with research known as biomimicry, which
offers promise for “bio inspired energy” to create more efficient energy production, energy storage,
and energy delivery with innovations that replicate the designs of natural systems. This brief
introduction into this nascent field, where energy networks and natural systems intersect,
synthesizes the current state of science. On-going research is encouraged, as opportunity exists for
complexity sciences and network models that exist in nature to advance modern technologies,
infrastructure, and policy approaches for the energy sector.
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With this scoping paper, we explore how biomimicry holds promise for the next frontier in energy for
human beings. Biomimicry (also known as biomimetics) is the process of using natural-world
mechanisms to inspire man-made designs and technological innovations. Designs and efficiencies of
nature have evolved through billions of years of natural selection into intricate systems that can inspire
novel scientific thinking and energy efficient systems for long-term sustainable development.
Our contention is that complexity sciences will help develop new tools and techniques to improve grid
infrastructure, regulatory design, and energy policy. Complexity sciences use methods for helping us
understand distributed energy networks and smart-grid dynamics with bidirectional communication. They
can also provide models and guidelines to inform energy developments, emerging behaviors, and future
challenges [1]. In 2012, the Joint Research Centre in the EU initiated a large-scale, international effort to
integrate these concepts of complexity into smart grids and energy delivery [1,2]. As a sub-component of
this complex systems approach to meeting future energy demands, we hypothesize that energy for human
beings will benefit from biomimicry research to stimulate new ideas for energy technology innovations,
efficient grid designs, and strategies for optimal energy delivery amidst a dynamic environment. The
multidisciplinary efforts of the complexity approach can help in tackling the energy-related issues from
several points of view and bridging the gap to include concepts far away from the engineering perspective
such as biological inspired solutions in the future energy solutions.
Energy is the key factor that enables the modern society, which can today benefit from this systems
approach inspired by biomimicry. Energy consumption trends and projections show increasing energy
consumption will be required in coming decades (IEA forecasts a 35% increase in energy consumption in
the period 2012-2035 [3]). If new technologies could harvest energy in a sustainable way there would be
no issues associated to the increasing trend in global energy demands. However, the world’s sources of
energy today are far from sustainable. The widespread use of fossil fuels increases greenhouse gases in
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the Earth’s atmosphere, exacerbating climate change and extreme weather that threatens the survival of
many organisms and human societies.
There is immense room for improvement in harvesting, transformation (from one source to another),
delivery, and use of energy today. The way society has historically approached—and continues to
approach—energy use is far from efficient. From the technical perspective, energy conversions obey to
the laws of physics and technical limits of the machines engineered. Economic and political factors play
an important role in using some resources instead of others. Solutions on this matter are not easy to
achieve and we do not aim to provide them. Rather, we identify promising biomimicry research and ideas,
as a novel way of thinking to encourage us to look at the energy world through the lenses of nature. By
emulating nature, we will improve efficiency and achieve long-term sustainability.
Today’s paradigm of energy and the existing energy grids rest on linear concepts of passive distribution
and one-way communications with power flows from large suppliers to final consumers. This model,
however, is outdated. It increasingly fails to meet the energy and environmental demands of society. Our
existing energy infrastructure and paradigm must evolve into an increasingly efficient, active, and
responsive network. Looking at nature can provide us with new source of inspiration.
Examples of biomimicry success in disciplines other than energy abound. For example, biomimicry
research has led to novel designs and break-through technologies of system control solutions [4,5], in
buildings architecture [6], mechanical engineering [7]. Materials science has already inspired ideas with
roots in biology, such as Velcro products [8,9], glues and tissue healing compounds [10,11], and
advanced sensing technologies that mimic insect reception systems [12].
The energy domain is ripe for biomimicry innovations, with ideas of a new energy system and future grid
inspired by nature [13]. To bring attention to these ideas and encourage biomimicry research for energy,
we identified these projects and resources with links for readers to follow for further information:
●

Energy production and harvesting (e.g., photosynthesis inspired technologies)
○ artificial photosynthesis [14]
○ wind turbine planning [15]
○ black butterfly wing solar collection structure [16]
○ marine and wind turbines that mimic non-smooth surface [17,18,19]
○ heliostat positioning for solar plants from sunflowers [20]

●

Energy storage (e.g., nature inspired battery technologies)
○ conductors for batteries [21]
○ hydrogen production through hierarchical structure in butterfly wing [22]

●

Energy delivery and grid efficiency (e.g., efficient natural networks for grid design)
○ more efficient led light from fireflies [23]
○ threats communication mechanism from insects [24]

More efficient and sustainable ways to harvest, transform, deliver, and use energy likely exist in the
natural world— human beings have just not yet understood or seen them. The above examples are a
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testament to the power of 4.5 billion years of evolution on our planet and its biosphere, now with an
estimated 8.7 million species [25], encoding for diverse strategies of optimal energy use (e.g., optimal
foraging theory [26, 27]). For human beings, however, energy (other than individual survival) dates back
only to the industrial revolution (circa 1750). Human society has not yet had enough time to advance its
energy harvesting, conversion and use methods to compare to those of the natural world. Still, we can find
inspiration from the engineering efficiencies and abundances of nature, thereby expediting our transition
to energy sustainability. Energy efficiency and renewable energy—including wind, solar, tidal, waves,
geothermal—are first steps toward the better use of what is endlessly available in nature. This interplay of
new bio-inspired ideas for energy, sustainable sources, and novel technologies can only be fully
investigated with a multidisciplinary approach that is at the cornerstone of complexity science.
Our ideas are designed as a starting point for bio-inspired energy efforts. We encourage others to use and
extend these ideas. An open-source and collaborative approach to science and biomimicry innovation is
our preferred approach for solving the “wicked problem” of sustainable energy, which is of utmost
societal importance in today’s interdependent world with increasing energy demands.
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